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Abstract: There are several ways that our species might try to send a message to another species separated from us by space and/or time. Synthetic biology might be used to write an epitaph to our species, or simply “Kilroy was here”, in the genome of a bacterium via the patterns of either (1) the codons to exploit Life's non-equilibrium character or (2) the bases themselves to exploit Life's quasi-equilibrium character. We suggest here how DNA movies might be designed using such patterns. We also suggest that a search for mechanisms to create and preserve such patterns might lead to a better understanding of modern cells. Finally, we argue that the cutting-edge microbiology and synthetic biology needed for the Kilroy project would put origin-of-life studies in the vanguard of research.
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1. Introduction

The urge to leave traces of ourselves is revealed by the pictures in our museums, by the books in our libraries and by the tags on the walls in our cities. This urge led to the message written onto the gold-anodised aluminium plaques on the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes sent out by NASA. The same urge might be harnessed to send a message to future species on our own planet. The question would then arise as to how such a message might be written. Attempts to answer this question risk crossing the line that separates science from science fiction. Sometimes, however, breaching the divide between
scientific speculation and science fiction can be desirable. Indeed, it has been encouraged by the physicist and science fiction writer, Gregory Benford, who proposed that there is "a link between the science I practise, and the fiction I deploy in order to think about the larger implications of my work, and of others." [1]. In other words, allowing one’s imagination to explore new possibilities in the writing of science fiction can be of value to real science. We use this to license the following series of speculations about intelligent life in the universe, its likely desire to communicate, and the use we might make of synthetic biology to write “Kilroy was here” in the genome of a bacterium or other organism as an epitaph to Homo sapiens.

2. The Problem

It is conceivable that "intelligent", dominant life-forms like ours have arisen previously on Earth. It is even conceivable that they have arisen—and will continue to arise—many times. The problem for species such as Homo sapiens (or, as we might prefer to call it, Homo systemicus) is that the selection for tribalism, aggression, power-seeking and, above all, obedience to the group (i.e. uncritical adoption of the group's beliefs and values), that leads to the species dominance is also likely to lead to the species destruction. It might be argued that no evident trace of such species has been found, as yet, in the fossil record. This might seem a powerful counter-argument given the effects of Homo sapiens on the ecosystem (e.g. via the relative abundance of pollens) or on fossilised artefacts (e.g. via our sophisticated tools). A possible explanation for this would be that such species have destroyed themselves so rapidly that they have left little trace behind. Homo sapiens may have lasted longer than most because its low intelligence relative to earlier species has retarded its development of weapons of mass destruction (e.g. of psychic, literally mind-blowing, weapons). Given awareness of its transience, an intelligent species (like many individuals) may want to leave a message for a future species, either just a "Kilroy was here" or some more interesting "message in a bottle". But how could they do it so as to ensure that it could be read after tens or hundreds of millions of years?

3. Possible Approaches

One way would be to create artefacts on Earth along the lines of a modern equivalent of the pyramids. It is unlikely though that such artefacts could be constructed to last more than a few tens of thousands of years rather than the few hundreds of millions of years that be may needed for them to be interpreted [2]. The precursors of the pyramids, the mastabas, are already in a poor state despite the good conditions for preservation that have prevailed in Egypt. And little that we might construct is likely to survive a trip down a subduction zone. Another way would be to leave the message somewhere in the Solar System, perhaps to put it in a Lagrange Point, where one might hope it would stay for some time, or to send it off into the great black yonder as in the case of Pioneer 10 and 11. Yet another way would be to make use of biology.

4. The Biological Solution

Bacteria have the advantage of being able to maintain themselves unscathed over millions of years in different conditions in which, to take the extremes, they can either grow by faithful reproduction or
survive by sporulation. How then might bacteria be used to send a message across the aeons or the light years? There are several possibilities, including those involving fluorescent proteins [3], but one attractive possibility would be to write the message in the DNA of an organism that is likely to be sequenced. This raises the question of how to encode the message. It would be possible to create a pattern in the DNA to be detected by reading linearly but interpretation might prove difficult. A 2-D pattern would make patterns easier to both detect and interpret (just as a graph is a good way to analyse data). Suppose, for example, we were to take a circular bacterial chromosome like that of *Escherichia coli* and to use the sequences of the two replichores (i.e. the two oriC-terC sequences) as the axes of a 2-D matrix. (There are, of course, other possibilities such as taking the entire linear sequence from oriC back to oriC and then using that same sequence for both axes of the 2-D matrix). If one were to attribute a colour to each nucleotide base pair combination of x,y coordinates, this might be used to make a pretty pattern (Figure 1). The advantage of this 2-D visualisation method over a 1-D analysis can be grasped by considering that the folding that results in a particular pattern depends on the length of the line which in turn may depend on the particular proteins that bind to particular sequences; in this case, the 1-D analysis would have to tell us in an obvious way which protein is being expressed and what its binding specificities are. As far as we know, this not the case.

The genome might be used to make a still prettier pattern if one were to use pairs of amino acids as combinations or simply pairs of similar/identical amino acids. Obvious candidates include amino acids like cysteine that, via the disulphide bridge, are important in structuring proteins, or amino acids like glycine that, because they are common, might be used to colour the short windows in which they occur. It might make a more interesting and accessible code if use were made of natural punctuation marks in the chromosome. Such punctuation marks constitute a key to decryption that should be evident to species similar to ours (note that suspecting that a sequence contains a message is the essential step). Then the sequence could be divided up so as to make a series of frames and a movie could be made out of it (Figure 2). Finally, one might attribute a colour to each base and to arrange these bases in sequence in a series of lines in which the length of each line corresponds to some physical parameter such as the diameter of the chromosome, as determined perhaps by the diameter of the cell (Figure 3); if each line in Figure 3b represents a single filament in a cholesteric structure (Figure 3a, adapted from [4]) then the end of the line wraps round to continue on the line below (so successive lines would be read from left to right then right to left then right to left, etc.). In this figure, a block of thymines is coloured red but it might be judicious to choose the consensus sequence constituting a binding site on the DNA or the wide range of sequences that encode a common structure in a protein such as an α-helix, the prediction of which is an ongoing task [5].
**Figure 1.** Matrix of thymine-thymine (T,T) pairs. The DNA sequences of the right and left replichores of *E. coli* constitute the axes. A zoom of a region is shown in which each (T,T) pair is coloured blue.

**Figure 2.** Successive frames showing a man waving. The right and left replichores have punctuation marks that can define successive frames. Within each frame, a grey block corresponds to the rectangle made by a sliding window along each axis in which a sequence of ten amino acids containing one or more glycines (G) is found in both the right and left replichores.
Figure 3. DNA sequence in a cholesteric or other ordered phase. (a) Successive planes of DNA in a cholesteric structure (taken from [4]) (b). The length of each line of sequence corresponds to the length that the sequence would take within a structure such as the bacterium or the head of the phage (where the length would equal the diameter, see text).

5. Implementation of DNA Movies

"Punctuation marks" are the basis of the solenoid model for chromosome folding via the DNA-binding sites for sequence-specific transcriptional regulators which are located at regular distances that are multiples of 1/50th of the chromosome length [6]. Other periods such as the 33 kb in *E. coli* have been revealed by analysis of its 'core' genes and may be based on requirements for translation and possibly transcription [7]. These are not the only results (see for example [8,9]). Overall, periodicities may reflect two or more opposing constraints acting on the system. For example, there may be one constraint for expressed DNA and a different constraint for unexpressed DNA.

The first, non-equilibrium type, constraint might correspond to maximising the efficiency of translation by, for example, having all the codons for a particular amino acid translated near one another, which might be achieved by a particular set of 3-D distributions of codons within the cytoplasm and hence a particular set of 1-D distributions of these codons along the chromosome.

The second, equilibrium-type, constraint might correspond to optimising a reversible packing of DNA that would be obtained by the spontaneous adoption of a cholesteric structure as guided perhaps by sequences favouring high curvature [10] at the end of the loops or by other, as yet known, factors [11-13]. Homologous pairing of two double-stranded DNA molecules occurs *in vitro* and it has...
been proposed that direct recognition of homology between chemically intact B-DNA molecules should be possible \textit{in vivo} [12,13]. Possible explanations—and there are many [14,15]—must be related in some way to the primary nucleotide sequence and might include, for example, sequence-dependent base-flipping [16,17] and braiding, which refers to any winding of two DNA molecules around each other driven by chiral electrostatic interactions and which has been invoked to explain homologous pairing [15]. Recent pairing experiments with DNA containing homologous and non-homologous regions are consistent with a sequence-dependent, long-range interaction and a sequence-independent, short-range interaction [18]. Such mechanisms might help keep regions of the genome together when they are not being expressed because it is advantageous for them to be together when they are expressed. The point here is that there are mechanisms that might be used by cells to produce ordered DNA structures even in quasi-equilibrium conditions. It would be interesting to learn whether a periodicity due to individual nucleotides and their complements is particularly evident in DNA that is largely untranscribed as in much of the DNA found in some dinoflagellates [19,20].

Irrespective of the exact nature and function of natural periodicities, the idea here is to exploit them as the frames in which a message is encoded. In one type of coding, this message would be in the position of pairs of amino acids in the two ori-ter arms or replicores. This would require extensive modification of existing coding sequences. It would require genes to be shifted from one location to another and for the sequences of individual genes to be extensively modified. But it is feasible. Even though the constraints on the choice of amino acids to form protein structures are strong (probably stronger than on the choice of nucleotides to form DNA structures) there is some evidence that protein structures may be easier to obtain than once believed [21]. Even without changing the nature of the amino acid, codon optimisation has led to improved translation rates, protein yields, and enzymatic activities (for references see [22]). For example, the genes encoding nitrogen fixation in \textit{Klebsiella} have been extensively modified with codons being exchanged and unwanted sites for regulation being removed [23].

6. Difficulties to be Overcome

One difficulty is that the synthetic messenger, which we might term \textit{Escherichia nuntius} or \textit{Nostoc nuntius} (depending on its origin), is likely to undergo so many recombinations, rearrangements and mutations that the message will be lost. A partial solution might be to use a slimmer version of \textit{E. coli} from which elements that favour recombination—including insertion sequence elements, transposases, defective phages, integrases, and site-specific recombinases—have been removed [24]. In addition, key elements in the message might be carried by RNA and proteins that interact with several partners; this is the case of ribosomal RNA and ribosomal proteins in which mutations have an increased risk of disrupting an interaction important for survival. The resulting extreme conservation of rRNA is one reason why it is used for phylogenetic relatedness.

Another apparent difficulty is that natural constraints like the size of the cell or phage might not be accurate enough to be used as reference points. If, however, size constraints lead to regularly spaced natural punctuation marks, the problem becomes one of making these punctuation marks (on which the movies would depend) sufficiently clear. This might be achieved by modifying them, for example, so as to correspond to the exact consensus for a transcriptional activator.
A further difficulty is that *E. nuntius* is likely to be out-competed by its natural competitors which have a billion years of selection on their side. This is not a problem if the conditions do not allow growth and only survival is important. (Note here that bacteria can be resuscitated after millions of years without growth [25].) Being out-competed may not be a problem if *E. nuntius* can occupy fully the niche it is to grow in or if a new niche exists for which it can be designed to fill perfectly. Given the proportion of domestic animals compared to wild animals on Earth, *E. nuntius* could be added to feedstuffs so as to progressively replace the natural gut population.

A variant of our proposal, that we shall only touch on here, would be to use the DNA of a bacterial virus or bacteriophage. The regular nature of the DNA packing into bacteriophage is the object of intense research [26-28]. Genes sometimes overlap in bacteriophage [29] so the same sequence can serve more than one function. Multi-functionality decreases the chance of a sequence undergoing radical alteration. This is an important design principle.

7. Discussion

Studies of the origin of life on Earth, and the search for it elsewhere, depend on ideas of what cells are. In many cases, these ideas are derived from what microbiologists believed half a century ago. The problem here is that microbiologists' beliefs have changed radically in the last couple of decades [30,31]. Bacteria are now known to be highly structured [32-36] and to live in highly complex communities where they communicate via a variety of mechanisms [37,38]. What is effectively a paradigm-shift has taken the form of a paradigm slide. The new paradigm is beginning to have an effect on origins of life studies [39,40].

A project to construct *E. nuntius* would do more than just create the chance of communicating with other species distant in time and/or space. It would promote creativity and interdisciplinarity in fields as diverse as biology, computer science and astrophysics. For example, by bringing together synthetic biology and cutting-edge microbiology, the project might actually allow origins-of-life studies to make a contribution to these disciplines rather than simply benefit from them. A first step in the construction of a synthetic messenger would be to make matrices out of either the triplet codons or the individual nucleotide bases of a real bacterium and to experiment with the size and number of the frames to see what one gets. In the non-equilibrium approach, one might use the codons of a real bacterium and make frames that vary in both height and width. In the equilibrium approach, one might use four colours for the four nucleotides and construct frames out of a bacterial genome one nucleotide high and a thousand nucleotides wide (because many bacteria are roughly 1000 base pairs in diameter). It is conceivable that even this first step may give something non-random. For example, it is likely that bacteria have been selected so as to obtain optimal compromises between rates and fidelity of translation depending, for example, on growth conditions. One way to achieve this would be if ribosomes could tell the future – which, in principle, they could if a ribosome were to be informed of the codons that it would meet next by the preceding ribosomes (which have already met that codon). Suppose, for example, the tRNA used by ribosome, tells ribosome\(_{t+1}\) which amino acid it will need next then, if recently used tRNAs were to increase the affinity of tRNA synthetases for one another, a functioning-dependent hyperstructure might form [32]. Assembly of such a hyperstructure might profit
greatly from a non-random distribution of codons in the group of genes that are expressed at any one time.

It is even conceivable that our proposal had already been acted on by an alien species and that the bacteria that made our world actually arrived via panspermia [41] —and contain a message. Reciprocally, absence of a message might be interpreted as indicating that there is no species out there—or back there—that wants to communicate with us. Finally, a still greater ambition would be to send out a computer, or the instructions to build one, rather than a simple message. Such a computer could be based on biology [42], and attempts to build a self-assembling bioputer [43] might have the additional benefit of further enriching the interdisciplinarity at the heart of origin-of-life studies.

8. Conclusions

To communicate with alien species, "DNA movies" might be made from the chromosomes of bacteria by representing as a series of frames the distributions of either the individual nucleotides or the codons. Making such movies in what we term the Kilroy project, would require a combination of cutting-edge microbiology and synthetic biology on which the project would draw and to which it would contribute. Indeed, this project might advance significantly our understanding of bacteria and bacterial communities. An irony to which we should be open would be if the vestiges of a message from another species were to exist already in the genomes of cyanobacteria and other bacteria.
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